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Using the Recent OSERS Guidance as a Tool to Solve Individual Cases and 
Secure  Systemic Change

Joel Greenberg
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Shortened School Days and 
Home Instruction:



Available Materials
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The following materials are available to webinar participants:

• DRO Letter to Oregon Department of Education requesting state guidance that limits the use of shortened school 
days and home instruction as ways to address behavior.

• DRO shortened school day data

• Oregon Department of Education Executive Numbered Memo No. 009-2015-16 – Reduced School Days

• DRO (redacted) Letter to Oregon Department of Education to request review of its complaint process in light of the 
recent OSERS guidance

• Sample/Template parent letter requesting full school days and necessary evaluations and supports in light of OSERS 
Dear Colleague Letter of August 1, 2016 and Oregon Department of Education Executive Numbered Memo No. 
009-2015-16.



Using the Guidance to Solve Individual Cases
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The OSERS Guidance is a new tool for parents
whose children are being kept out of school 
because of poorly addressed behaviors.

. 



Announce Guidance on P&A website
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• P and A’s should prominently place a copy or a link to the 
guidance on the special education sections of their websites

• Using simple language, your website should announce the 
Guidance and explain its relevance to the issues of shortened 
school days and home instruction as inappropriate and 
unnecessary failures to address behavior.

• The distinction between home instruction (or tutoring) and 
shortened days in school  is a small one that has more to 
do with the process used than the harm suffered. In either 
case, the usual result is that a child is provided with a 
fraction of the services needed to make academic and 
social progress.



Provide a sample letter
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• Provide parents with a sample letter that quotes and cites relevant 
portions of the guidance to request a full day of school with age peers 
along with a new or revised FBA and BSP. 

• Make sure that the sample/template letter includes instruction to enclose the entire guidance.

• Even when a user-friendly sample or template letter is available on your website, case handlers 
should be prepared to revise and adapt the letter for individual parents who are unable to do so 
without help.



Provide a sample letter
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• If your state has produced its own guidance that questions or 
rejects the use of shortened school days or home instruction 
as ways to address behavior, your website’s sample letter for 
parents should also include the relevant citations and 
instruction to enclose that entire guidance as well. 

• Pages 10-13 of the OSERS Guidance provide good language and include what may 
be the federal government’s first specific acknowledgment of “shortened school 
days” as a problem. I attribute this near miracle to the constant advocacy of Diane 
Smith Howard.



Providing Direct Representation
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• File Complaints!

• OCR and state complaints are both viable options for shortened school day and 
related issues that don’t require the extensive resources needed for a due 
process.

• Regardless of which type of complaint you file, copy it to your state DE and OCR. 
We suspect that this kind of “cross referencing” may have assisted NDRN’s 
advocacy to finally move OSERS to issue its guidance. Whether or not that is so, it 
cannot hurt and may raise the prominence of the issue in your state. 



Using the OSERS Guidance to Secure 
Systemic Change in Your State
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• However, if your state, like most, has not issued guidance on the inappropriate usage of 
shortened school days and home instruction, the OSERS guidance is a door into the 
issue. Write your DE’s Special Ed Director and request a meeting to discuss the need for 
a state guidance to ensure consistent application and interpretation. CC your letter 
liberally to stimulate interest and administrative anxiety.

• Your goal is to secure a state guidance that goes at least as far as the OSERS guidance, 
but it may be possible to get something that more specifically discourages shortened 
school day scenarios that you encounter.

• In your request to discuss the need for state guidance, include any data that you can 
provide to demonstrate the extent of the problem. It is highly unlikely that your state 
tracks instances of behavior-driven shortened school days or home instruction.

• Offer to draft a guidance that addresses your concerns about shortened school days. 
Your DE may be happy to have something on paper to work from.



Using the OSERS Guidance to Secure 
Change in Your State Complaint Process
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The OSERS guidance may also prove to be useful in leveraging changes 
in the way that your state Special Ed complaint process works.



Steps Toward Systemic Approach
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• Seek press coverage for the relationship between the OSERS guidance and 
individual cases in your state. Emphasize the impact of these practices on 
affected children and their families.

• Collect any recent state DE complaint decisions that ignore the warnings 
and thrust of the OSERS guidance, (and when there is one, the state 
guidance.)

• Request a meeting with your state DE’s Special Ed Director to discuss the 
shortfall between the guidance(s) and its complaint resolutions.



Legislative Change
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• Consider seeking a statute to limit the use of shortened school days 
and home instruction for children with difficult behaviors. If you go 
this route, the OSERS guidance can be a good support for your pitch 
to the legislature



File Systemic Complaints
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File Complaints!

• Although OCR and state DE complaints are generally geared to individual 
problems, both agencies can be encouraged to become more focused on the 
issue of shortened school days if you file complaints and copy both agencies 
along with citations to the OSERS guidance and, when there is one, the state’s.



Final Thoughts
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Keep swinging at these issues -- it will be a long struggle that requires 
a dual focus on the big picture and the individual child who is affected every 
time that a district addresses difficult behaviors by reducing the school day. 

Understand that many state DE’s will be reluctant and fearful about 
reversing what has been a tacit acceptance of shortened school days and 
home instruction as legitimate ways to address behavioral issues. 

Remember that this is almost never true.



OSERS Policy Memo (8/1/16):
Application to 

Restraint and Seclusion

NDRN Webinar
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Restraint and Seclusion –
Initial Considerations

• Why Even Think about the OSEP Memo in Restraint and Seclusion 
Cases?

• What Good Might it Do?



How Could It be Done?

• Find Restraint and Seclusion Legal Violation

• Apply 3 Factor Test in OSERS Memo

• Argue that the application of the 3 Factor Test shows that:
• There was a denial of FAPE

• There was an improper disciplinary** change of placement 

• The District must report it to OSEP

• See Pages 12-14 of 8/1/16 Memo for elaboration



A. Restraint and Seclusion Violation

• In states that have restraint and seclusion laws, there may be 
requirements for the District to 
• Only use R/S in emergency situations

• Stop the use of R/S when the threat of harm ends

• Return the student to the prior activity after the use of R/S as soon as possible

• Not use R/S as discipline

• Frequent, Excessive, Long Duration use of R/S

• Failure to review and revise IEP and behavior plan to reduce use of R/S

• The point is to show that the R/S action itself was improper, and once 
done, this can help the decision maker go to the 3-Part Test



B. Apply the 3 Part Test 
Also found in 71 Fed. Reg. 46715 (Aug. 14, 2006)

• 1. Opportunity to be involved/make progress in the general ed curriculum
• Restraint: likely no opportunity for involvement or progress 

• Seclusion: find out if any academics are provided

• 2. Receive the Instruction and Services on the IEP
• Restraint: likely no services or instruction 

• Seclusion: kid is alone  and unlikely to receive services or instruction

• 3. Participate with non-disabled students as they would have in their current 
placement.
• Restraint: removed from their peers

• Seclusion: no participation with peers



3. What Violations and Remedies Might Exist?

• A. FAPE Denial, 34 CFR 300.17: 
• compensatory education and other typical remedies.  

• time in improper restraint/ seclusion same as missed services.

• B. Disciplinary Change of Placement, 34 CFR 300.530: p
• procedural violations, no man. determination(if more than 10 cum/consec day), 

no review/conduct FBA or Behavior Plan, no IEP review or revision

• Remedies may include meetings, FBA, IEP revisions, etc

• C. Failure to Report to OSEP, 34 CFR 300.646; 20 USC 1418(a); 
• See OSERS memo, Page 14, Footnote 30.  Not sure what the remedy (or cause of 

action would be)

• D. Any other restraint or seclusion violations



Why Do This?

• Forge new legal ground

• Make districts think again about improperly using restraint and 
seclusion

• Force an IEP team conversation on ways to positively address 
underlying behavior

• Request outside experts, other staff, and/or independent education 
evaluations

• Have legal leverage to make demands for better services

• Why not?



Additional Points
• Much of this depends on whether your state education agency and 

your hearing officers will adopt the OSERS memo and its 3 part test.

• Fortunately, there is some evidence that some states already have 
done this.

• If your state hasn’t (or is subtlety backing away), consider:
• Meeting with State Agency

• Forging relationship

• Providing memos and other legal decisions

• Whatever works



State Materials
Examples of References to 71 Fed. Reg. 46715 (Aug. 14, 2006) in Various State Materials, 
such as training materials, Q&A’s, Rules, Complaint Decisions, Hearing Decisions

• **No Claim to Accuracy, Precedential Value, or Being Up to Date!**

• Arizona Department of Education Tip of the Week

http://www.azed.gov/disputeresolution/2016/06/15/discipline3/

• Colorado Complaint Decision

62 IDELR 275, El Paso County School District, December 10, 2013

• Florida Department of Education Complaint, 2015, p3 
http://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/7691/urlt/2015-039a.pdf

See also, Corresponding state requirements in State Board of Education Rules 6.03028 and 
6A-6.03312

http://www.azed.gov/disputeresolution/2016/06/15/discipline3/
http://www.fldoe.org/core/fileparse.php/7691/urlt/2015-039a.pdf


More
• Owen County School District, Kentucky, n.d., p1
http://www.owen.k12.ky.us/userfiles/3/Discipline.pdf

• Minnesota Department of Education, 2011, p5
https://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocN
ame=006060&RevisionSelectionMethod=latestReleased&Rendition=primary

• North Dakota Department of Education, 2007, p13
https://www.nd.gov/dpi/uploads/60/policy.pdf

Virginia Hearing Decision
109 LRP 17386, In. re Student with a Disability, September 8, 2008

http://www.owen.k12.ky.us/userfiles/3/Discipline.pdf
https://education.state.mn.us/mdeprod/idcplg?IdcService=GET_FILE&dDocName=006060&RevisionSelectionMethod=latestReleased&Rendition=primary
https://www.nd.gov/dpi/uploads/60/policy.pdf


LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT 

(LRE) COMPONENT

• School districts must provide appropriate posit ive behavioral interventions and
supports and other appropriate behavioral supports in the IEPto meet students
with disabilities unique social, emotional, and behavioral needs before changing
their placement to a more restrictive setting

• School districts use of outside expert consultants to provide supports for school
personnel may be necessary to provide appropriate behavioral services to
students with disabilit ies so that they can remain in their LRE

• Case examples



•Functional behavioral assessments (FBAs)

•Behavioral intervention plans (BIPs)

o Gather daily data on the implementation of BIPs

o Provide progress monitoring with analysis of daily data

collected

o Convene IEP meetings to review and revise BIPs when

there is a lack of behavioral progress

Functional Behavioral Assessments 

and Behavioral Intervention Plans



Related Services

• Counsel ing services

• Psychological services

• Social work services

• Social skills training



Outside Expert Consulta nts
•Conducting FBAs

•Developing BIPs

• Implementing BIPs

•Reviewing and revising BIPs

•Training school personnel in how to conduct FBAs,how to develop BIPs,how to 

implement BIPs,and how to review and revise BIPs

•Providing oversight, monitoring and technical assistance of school personnel 

in conducting FBAs,developing BIPs,implementing BIPs,and reviewing and 

revising BIPs



Case Examples

• School District Example 1:

o DRMS's client was transitioning back into the school district from a 
residential setting o School district agreed to DRMS's request for an IEE. 
The IEE led to a ruling of MD
EmD/AU/OHl -ADHD/LD-MC

o School district brought in the outside expert consultant ORMS requested 
so our client could get appropriate behavioral services in his LRE

o Outside expert consultant developed BIP,provided training for school 
personnel and served as a consultant, through our client's IEP,for the 
remainder of the school year



• School District Example 2:

o DRMShas had multiple individual cases in this school district where students

with behavioral manifestations as a result of their disabilities have been

denied appropriate positive behavioral interventions and supports and

appropriate related services to address their unique social, emotional, and

behavioral needs

o Students with behavioral manifestations as a result of their disabilities have
been:

• Placed on homebound
• Placed on shortened school days
• Given constructive suspensions
• Placed in alternative school

• Suspended
• Subjected to police officers being called
• Referred to youth/juvenile justice court
• Expelled



o School district previously brought in a psychologist/professor at a state university, who ORMS

has worked with and recommended many times, as an outside expert consultant to:

 Conduct evaluations 
 Conduct FBAs 
 Develop BIPs
 Train school personnel on conducting FBAs, developing BIPs, and implementing BIPs with fidelity

o School district personnel were resistant to the training and the school district did not

continue the contract with the outside expert consultant

o ORMS is currently working on a systemic state administrative complaint

o ORMS currently has a 15 year old client with an emotional disturbance eligibility ruling who

was referred to youth/juvenile justice court for truancy, disturbing the public peace, simple

assault, and resisting arrest



o At court, prior to the hearing:

Met with the Prosecutor individually and met with the Prosecutor, the GAL and the Judge in

chambers

Explained the systemic problems in the school district of not providing appropriate behavioral

supports and the school district's failure to utilize the outside expert consultant

The Prosecutor, the GAL, and the Judge were all in agreement the matter should not be before the
Court

• Ordered evaluation

• Ordered the matter continued until further order of the court (explained did not intend to

bring back before the Court)

• Offered to utilize the Youth/Juvenile Justice Court's authority to order the school district to

provide appropriate education services or hold off until ORMS has had the opportunity to

address the systemic violations through a systemic state administrative complaint



Dear Colleague Letter
Using the guidance to address student behavioral needs 

through STATE COMPLAINTS

Kris Keranen



State Complaints on Issues Related to 
Behavioral Support

DCL guidance- valuable direction and support for 
filing state complaints on issues related to 
behavior and removal from instruction

State-specific considerations-

SEA current practices in handling complaints

P & A staff considerations



If the SEA complaint system is weak…

Focus on bright line procedural issues

Failure to address behavioral needs

Failure to implement existing supports

Failure to reconvene to address a lack of progress

Failures related to due process in disciplinary 
removals



When the SEA complaint system is 
better…

Address more substantive issues
Standards of eligibility
Determinations are not supported by data in the 
student’s records
Failure to use peer-reviewed research
Failure to meet LRE requirements 
Failure to provide FAPE



Leveraging State Complaints

Using the complaint process to address systemic 
issues

Using the requested corrective action to address 
root cause issues

Using the complaint process to shape perception:

Don’t underestimate the power of the story!


